




SIMPLICITY IS  
THE ULTIMATE  

SOPHISTICATION

When once you have tasted flight, you will forever walk the earth with your eyes turned skyward, for there you have been, and there 
you will always long to return. Learning never exhausts the mind. Art is never finished, only abandoned. Painting is poetry that is seen 
rather than felt, and poetry is painting that is felt rather than seen. The human foot is a masterpiece of engineering and a work of art. 
It had long since come to my attention that people of accomplishment rarely sat back and let things happen to them. They went out 

and happened to things. I have been impressed with the urgency of doing. Knowing is not enough; we must apply. Being willing is not 
enough; we must do. As a well-spent day brings happy sleep, so a life well spent brings happy death.

Leonardo da Vinci



With great manufacturing capacity, Lazzoni promises premium quality 
for the best price with 34 stores worldwide.

As a big-scale design studio with more than 200 interior designers, 
Lazzoni is known for its value engineering.

Providing solutions for the industry leaders, Lazzoni meticulously 
furnishes custom, large scale projects.

GLOBAL RETAIL
34 SHOWROOMS

INTERIOR
DESIGN

CONTRACT
HOTEL & RESTAURANT & OFFICE

NEW YORK 2009

LONDON 2023

CALIFORNIA 2021

ZAHA HADID New York

CENTRAL PARK New York

ONE 57 New York

SIX SENSES Istanbul

ST REGIS Doha

TURKEVI New York



HOSPITALITY
DESIGN BUILT

DEVELOPMENT

Starting strong with the 7-star Hotel back in 2014, Lazzoni continues to 
grow in service industry as well.

Operating as contractors in its specialized fields, Lazzoni worked in 2 
separate residential projects with 108,000 m2 in total and 3 separate 
commercial ones with 92,000 m2 in total. Upcoming projects are in 
construction.

RESIDENTIAL & COMMERCIAL

LAZZONI Hotel

BODRUM Farmhouse

BLACKSEA Lodge

NEW AIRPORT Hotel

ELVISH Honey

LAZZONI HOUSE Residential

LAZZONI FACTORY Commercial

WAREHOUSE Commercial





Transformative design! MONY Sofa can become a lounger or a full-size bed in seconds. 
The unique design, featuring moveable headrests and armrests, allows for ultimate relaxation.

HR35 High Resilience Foam
Flexible polyurethane foam HR-35kg/m3 Soft (2.2 lb per cubic ft) has twice the density and durability of 

regular foams, creating a comfortable yet durable seating. HR35 offers sturdy, resilient support with a quicker 
response rate than regular memory foam. 

MONY





The MIX Sofa offers a sleek and simple design with plush seating in modular configurations. With a low backrest and 
clean lines, the soft, modern profile remains neutral and inviting in any space.

HR35 High Resilience Foam
Flexible polyurethane foam HR-35kg/m3 Soft (2.2 lb per cubic ft) has twice the density and durability of 

regular foams, creating a comfortable yet durable seating. HR35 offers sturdy, resilient support with a quicker 
response rate than regular memory foam. 

MIX





PODIA
Podia Sofa stands out as a true representative of modern times with its creative style and unique form. While its stylishly angled metal legs create a floaty 

atmosphere by subtly elevating the sofa from the ground, its curved lines and modern silhouette make it a classic beyond the traditional style.





YORK
Bold lines and clever functionality. York sofa’s adjustable headrest is designed to fit the user individually even if they are 

sitting on the same sofa. Elegant wooden legs elevate the strong silhouette of York, creating a lighter look.





BERLIN
Named after the metropolis of modernism, Berlin Sofa brings in an ‘urbanite’ to your living space. 
Being one of the most flexible and dynamic sofa collections, Berlin has emerged as a result of our 

design team’s seek for a ‘comfortable sofa’ with the utmost modularity.





The most comfortable sofa you’ll ever own. Milda Sofa offers a comfortable head 
and neck support with its adjustable backrest cushions and manual mechanisms. The 

mechanism helps create a deeper seat to lounge.

MILDA

CrossWise Metal Webbing
Invented exclusively by Lazzoni Design team, metal webbing is one of the latest methods that 

replace traditional electric webbing. The CrossWise webbing enhances foam quality while 
making it more durable and long-lasting.





The perfect mix of modernism and traditional living. GOLA Sofa’s exposed 1st class beech wood 
legs combine the best of both worlds as the piping softens up the strong design elements.

GOLA

Individually Wrapped Pocket Coils
Plush seat cushions feature high-density, high-quality foam with a matrix of individually wrapped coil springs, 

encased in a specially designed foam shell, covered by a layer of dacron. Each spring in the pocket-coil cushion 
moves independently, easily contouring to the shape of your body.





Made for comfort, the adjustable headrest has six levels and performs as head, and neck support 
while the curved backrest adjusts to the natural curvature of the spine.

CrossWise Metal Webbing
Invented exclusively by Lazzoni Design team, metal webbing is one of the latest methods that 

replace traditional electric webbing. The CrossWise webbing enhances foam quality while 
making it more durable and long-lasting.

MET





Visually tranquil with narrow, cushioned arms and back to maximize the seating area,
IKON collection is perfectly crafted for comfort while maximizing seating space.

IKON

CrossWise Metal Webbing
Invented exclusively by Lazzoni Design team, metal webbing is one of the latest methods that 

replace traditional electric webbing. The CrossWise webbing enhances foam quality while 
making it more durable and long-lasting.





Inspired by the nature, its gentle curvy profile envelops the user, as its tailored seams add an 
elegant structural shape. With its dynamic back cushion PANNA can be converted into a lounger.

PANNA

CrossWise Metal Webbing
Invented exclusively by Lazzoni Design team, metal webbing is one of the latest methods that 

replace traditional electric webbing. The CrossWise webbing enhances foam quality while 
making it more durable and long-lasting.





GOCI
Goci Sofa will take the spotlight in your home with its sofabed function while keeping up with the times with 

its modern and elegant lines in every detail. Transform your sofa in just three steps from a sectional to a twin-
sized bed. The side table option adds a chic detail to its modern silhouette.



BIBLIO is a stylish contemporary sleeper sofa with a set-up that only requires one person and a few seconds.
A storage area under the seat is designed for extra space for bedsheets & pillows.

BIBLIO

CrossWise Metal Webbing
Invented exclusively by Lazzoni Design team, metal webbing is one of the latest methods that 
replace traditional electric webbing. The CrossWise webbing enhances foam quality while 
making it more durable and long-lasting.



Thanks to its sofa bed function, Dante offers more than a single seat. Standing out with its handy structure
for narrow and small areas, Dante sofa brings a new trend to your living spaces with its practical adjustments! 

DANTE

CrossWise Metal Webbing
Invented exclusively by Lazzoni Design team, metal webbing is one of the latest methods that 

replace traditional electric webbing. The CrossWise webbing enhances foam quality while 
making it more durable and long-lasting.



A signature design, the Lorton armchair collection. With its classic attitude, Lorton armchair brings together 
traditional refinement and comfort. Its solid wood frame contours the bold lines of Lorton while the feathered seat 

and back cushions provide support for your back and neck.

LORTONTOLINA-360
Spacious, comfortable, and functional...Every detail of its graceful design provides a chic appearance 
to the TOLINA Armchair. The warm wood tones of the chair, coupled with its classic fabric design, 
create perfect harmony in your living room.



Arte Armchair’s rounded lines will enrich the contemporary design while delivering 
the ultimate comfort. Arte Armchair will be a great addition to your room.

ARTE
Nordik, where aesthetic design meets with a high level of comfort in a single denominator. The curved structure of the 

back and arm presents a fresh style in addition to the maximum comfort it offers. With its minimal design, rounded lines 
and comfortable seating, Nordik Armchair is much more than a complementary part of your living space.

NORDIK



RADIUS
First of its kind in Lazzoni, Radi Recliner was released as a swivel recliner chair that took the spotlight instantly with its 
multifunctional use.The new Radi armchair carries the distinctive style and high comfort of the original one which is 
heightened with the added wingback. Thanks to its ergonomic structure, the wingback feature offers comfortable support 
for your head whether you are watching TV or reading a book. The neck pillow, on the other hand, aims to support your 

neck in the lying position. You can easily remove the pillow and adjust the chair to your comfort level.

With its renewed and softened lines and extra-durable inner structure, EVA Armchair offers you 
versatility for your living area arrangements. 

EVA



TOLINA
Large, comfortable, and functional...Every detail of its graceful design provides a chic appearance to the TOLINA Armchair.  
The warm wood tones of this chair, coupled with a classic fabric design, creates a perfect harmony with the other furniture 

in your living room.

ADA-360
The Ada 360 Armchair is the premium choice for those whose priority is comfort. Its elegant-modern structure creates a 
unique style that easily integrates into any living area. Its swivel-base will celebrate a modern design with sophistication.





Entirely representing modern design, HEXA Bed creates an innovative ambiance in your bedroom with its geometric headboard and perfect workman-
ship. In addition to the bed base offering a wide storage area,this bed also adds dynamism to your bedroom with its ambiance lights.

HEXA



ISTANBUL Bed provides a chic style with a balanced headboard 
that transforms your sleeping area.

ISTANBUL



Presenting the perfect harmony of wood and fabric, DOUBLE bed will meet both your 
decorative preferences and your storage area needs with its bed base options and 

sliced or flat upholstered headboard alternatives.

DOUBLE



OSLO
Embrace the elegant lines of comfort with Oslo bed. With its padded headboard and angled sides, Oslo draws out the sleeping space 
and creates an area for nightstands. Enjoy style and comfort in its simplest form.



INGTON
Recharge and relax with Ington Storage Bed where comfort meets style.

Ington storage bed is designed as an unexplored interpretation of the Double bed, offering a soft and 
comfortable feeling with its vertical channel tufted headboard. Offering a large storage area, various 

headboard sizes and customization options, unique designs can be created with mix and match.



In addition to a pleasant sleep, GEMA Bed does also provide head-neck support with its 
dynamic mechanism manufactured exclusively for LAZZONI.

GEMA



With its clean lines and chic style, TUTA Bed brings a natural feel to your sleeping area. This natural curved headboard is complemented with built in LED  
reading lights. TUTA comes in various options with and without the storage base.

TUTA



With an effortless blend of sophistication and comfort, Kyoto bed harmonizes the sleek elegance of flawlessly tailored
upholstery with the inviting coziness of wood. A reinterpretation of a classic headboard introduces gentle curves that
evoke a sense of tranquility, creating an ideal space for unwinding and indulging in leisurely moments spent in bed.

KYOTO



Providing chic appearance with its quilted headboard, Monno bed offers various headboard sizes and alternative models 
with and without storage bed bases creating the perfect fit for you.

MONNO





You can arrange the interior space of SPLIT Wardrobe,
which offers several drawer and shelf options designed in different styles,

in any way you want and make it suitable for your daily needs.

SPLIT





You requirements with its functionality but does also become a chic part of your bedroom 
with its  modern, open-shelf style.

SPACE



SPACE & SPLIT
Glass door options offer mirror and reflective smoke glass, while engineered wood door option deliver high-pressure laminate that is 
highly resistant to wear and tear, scratches, heat, and water. Split and Space Wardrobe collections offer various size and layout options 
while offering a stylish appearance with 100% Eco-friendly materials.



SPLIT & SPAN
Span wardrobe offers ease of use even in narrow spaces thanks to its sliding doors. Make the best of its storage function with different 

modules that you can combine according to the sizes of the areas you design! Eliminating the need for an additional mirror thanks to its 
mirrored doors, Span Wardrobe’s interior sections can be customized according to your personal needs.



CONCEPT 20



WALL SYSTEMS

CONCEPT 22

Lazzoni Wall Systems offers full customization and endless combinations with its modular units and material options. From glass doors to LED lighting 
every unit is unique to the user’s needs.



CONCEPT 23



CONCEPT 26



Bringing in a new aesthetic for the living areas, the custom bookcase showcases elegance with 
wood and ceramic details. The slender grid structure of the unit combines shelves and doors 

creating various display and storage areas.



Combining media unit with storage, work area and display shelves, the custom day 
system makes the most of grand living. LED light system and natural materials add to 

the chic look of the unit.

MANHATTAN



SUSTAINABILITY IN GOLDEN RATIO

MANUFACTURED FROM RECYCLED GLASS 
ECO-FRIENDLY UV BONDING 
SUSTAINABLE PACKAGING
Inspired by the Vitruvian Man, the renowned figure of the Renaissance, 
Fibonacci table is designed with the idea of harmony of life.   
A symbolic microcosm that gives out reflection on every surface

sustainability in  
golden ratio



FIBONACCI
An award-winning design that reflects the perfect harmony of the Golden Ratio with all partitions of the table planned out in a series 

of glass, proposing visual integrity with interreflections.



MONS KYOTO
The natural texture of wood and the grace of glass come together for the Kyoto coffee table.

Kyoto takes the spotlight with its striking design that combines contrasts with its elegantly curved wooden 
edges and sleek glass top. The smoked reflective glass top comes together with the natural texture of the 

wood to create a stylish silhouette in your home. 

Giving your space a striking, modern, and unique look , Mons coffee table is the latest article from the iconic 
Mons series. Its amorphous and round options can be curated together with comlimenting pieces or as a 
standalone statement piece to highlight your living space.



Discover the harmony of avant-garde with Heli side table.

Designed as a futuristic interpretation of classic geometry, Heli side table offers a unique silhouette while 
keeping it functional. The height of the top part of Heli is planned to fit all your seating units so that you can 
enjoy the benefits of a side table while making a statement with its style. 

AMORFHELI
Attracting attention with its unique top design, Amorf Coffee Table offers chic styling with poufs and coffee tables 

while  also allowing it to be used as a standalone centerpiece thanks to its striking look. 





MONS
Designed with the feeling of serenity and dynamism in mind, Mons collection combines amorphous 
forms with natural stone and a glass top that is elevated by the faceted metal base. Elegant with a 

calm atmosphere, the collection spans dining tables, consoles, and coffee tables.





With its elegant wooden legs supporting its impeccable design and surface options that will suit your style,
FLY Table will be the star of your home with its tasteful silhouette.

FLY



Standing out with its adjustable features, you can either select an expandable version of RAENA Table for crowded nights with your loved ones or select 
the fixed version and have a practical solution for narrow and small spaces.

RAENA



TILIA is designed for modern living spaces with its elegant and durable metal legs. With its different size options, you can select the most
fitting alternative for your living space. Discover its circular option for narrow spaces or rectangle option for wide and spacious areas.

TILIA



While accompanying crowded scenes with its expandable version, TERRA Table also offers chic solutions for narrow spaces with its fixed version.
TERRA, which will easily adapt to your living space with its surface alternatives, is the best choice for a pleasant dinner or a nice breakfast.

TERRA



 Table presents durability and aesthetic appearance in combination! While allowing you to create the most pleasant
compositions in your living space with its surface alternatives, it also does not compromise from its long-lasting structure 

that defies years.

PIETRA



TOLINA HENRICO
Metal Leg 
The Tolina Metal Leg Chair merges the unique design and comfort of Tolina with a stylish and sleek silhouette with its 
metal legs. Dual upholstery option is still available with the new version where you can customize your piece with 200+ 
fabric options inside and out. Mix and match the outer frame upholstery and the seating upholstery to create unique 
designs. The metal color of the leg can also be altered according to your style from multiple metal color options.

 
Henrico Chair was implemented by the Lazzoni Design Team as a design that stands out with its minimized lines, 

far from a classical chair perspective. Its structure, which grasps the back from the moment you sit down, increases 
the comfort level to the maximum by providing back support during long-term sessions. Diversifiable fabric 

alternatives, on the other hand, allow you to apply by choosing the fabric that best suits your style.



TOLINAENA
Making a grand impact with a minimalist silhouette, Ena chair is designed for the utmost comfort with its curved back 
that offers a light embrace. Ena chair, with its latest wheeled leg structure, can be used in every space of your home 
from dining areas, to offices, living rooms, and bedrooms, offering easy transportation.

 
Bar Stool 

A fresh interpretation where Tolina’s classic silhouette is merged with modern lines; the Tolina Bar Stool.

With its comfortable back and elegant leg design, Tolina is redesigned in 2 different heights to accompany both kitchen 
islands and standard tables. The metal footrests combined with solid wood legs are designed as a functional detail for the 
utmost sitting comfort. Select from 200+ fabric and leather options for the back and seating, and match it with solid wood 

colors for the legs to create the best fit for your style.



TOLINA
Providing comfortable seating from first the moment you sit by supporting your back and lumbar, Tolina Chair
is designed as a masterpiece defying years thanks to its durable structure.

NORA
With its modern design and novel style, Nora Chair gets ready to enrich your living space.



Offering two solutions for your living space, you can either select the narrow seat version of Armada Chair for your
dining tables while using the wide seat version as an armchair for your living space.

ARMADA
Slim Chair with durable internal structure, in which plain lines take the front, is ready to accompany 
your dining tables with its pleasant seat.

SLIM



While making life easy for you with its wide internal volume,
OCEAN Sideboard makes an addition to your home’s unique texture with
its various surface alternatives. You can add depth to your living space and
complete your decoration by placing a mirror on this sideboard

OCEAN



REFLECTIVE, which we designed by being inspired from the innovations of modern age, 
does not only provide a wide storage area, but will also complement the visual integrity that you look 

for in your living space with its chic structure presented by its sliding door.

REFLECTIVE



FORTIS
Fortis Mirror, the chicest solution for your dressing mirror that will heighten your decoration by
adding depth to your living space! Fortis Mirror is differentiated from others with its dynamism thanks to 
the hidden LED placed on its headpiece.

HEXA
Inspired by the prismatic headboard of the Hexa Bed, Hexa Mirror offers depth and a sophisticated look for your accessory 

needs in your living space.



TENA
Gara Mirror, a favorite of those who want to add a chic touch to their living space, orchestrates your style with its wide color 
alternatives. Gara’s integrated lights that are placed vertically and horizontally on its surface allow you to use the mirror as 
an ambiance light. The supporting leg of Gara Mirror in the form of a square prism adds a stylish ambiance and functions 
as an accessories holder.

Adopting every venue and style, Tena Mirror will bring a brand new dimension to your living space.

GARA



KAPET COFFEE TABLE
Made entirely in solid wood, Kapet Coffee Table brings the refinement of wood together with nature. 
Accompanying your conversations where you sip your coffee with pleasure. 



LOTUS COLLECTION

Knitted wicker details of the Lotus Collection bring out nature’s beauty while adorning your garden with 
organic details. Custom your Lotus from our wide selection of fabrics and create the perfect set for your 

space whether a loveseat, a three-seater, or a single sofa. 

LOTUS



ASTO
ASTO COLLECTION

Highlighting nature in your garden with the refined style of solid wood, Asto blends 
aesthetics with nature’s beauty.



BENT
BENT COLLECTION

Become the designer of your own garden and elevate your style with single, two-seater, and three-
seater Bent Sofas that blend simplicity with modern style. Eliminate the boundaries in your design 

with various options in fabrics, and customize your Bent freely.





PROJECTS & CONTRACT DIVISION





New York, USA - 2020
HOTEL - PENTHOUSE 
Social facilities of Burj Alfardan which is located in the middle of Doha has 
been designed with the special products exclusively manufactured in the 
manufacturing plant of Lazzoni. Furniture gave life to the common areas, 
which are designed with the aim of creating a chic and modern style, with 
matching color transitions and tones.





Doha, QATAR - 2022
ST REGIS, MARRIOTT
Located in the prosperous city of Doha, St. Regis is designed with custom-made furniture that 
mirrors the essence of the city. Luxurious elements combined with eclectic style.





Istanbul, TURKEY - 2019
LUXURY HOTEL 
Six Senses Bosphorus Hotel located in one of the most prestigious areas 
of Istanbul, Sarıyer, has been designed with the exclusively manufactured 
products of Lazzoni!

The renovation of this glorious mansion is made delicately to stay true to its 
original features. The fabrics, lighting articles, and accessories are carefully 
selected to maintain the historical atmosphere of the place while adding 
contemporary details.





Doha, QATAR - 2020

EXTENDED STAY 
Consisting of 5 blocks and 164 residences, La Mirage Housings located in Doha, the capital city 
of Qatar, have been put into service with the products of Lazzoni! All of 164 luxurious residences 
located in La Mirage Housings have been designed by using the products of Lazzoni.                                               

All of 164 luxurious residences located in La Mirage Housings have been designed by 
using the products of Lazzoni.    





MIAMI, FLORIDA - 2022
AZAMARA CRUISE SHIPS
Lazzoni furnished Aqualine Restaurant, Living Room, Prime C Restaurant, Atlas 
Bar, Spirits Lounge, Discoveries Lounge, and Mosaic Cafe for the luxury cruise 
ships company.





Istanbul, TURKEY - 2015
7 STAR AWARDED HOSPITALITY & DESIGN  
Lazzoni Hotel, with its seafront location at the coast of Golden Horn, one of the 
historical textures of the European side, has a unique location for those who desire 
to discover the city thanks to its proximity to the city’s historical texture, business 
centers, shopping and entertainment complexes or to make business visits, meetings 
and explore the city.





Döttingen, SWITZERLAND - 2021

Located in Döttingen in the canton of Aargau, Switzerland, this big-scaled hotel project was 
designed as a mixed used property with residential, commercial and office spaces in mind.

A very high standard of construction and building technologies were used along with the goal 
of sustainability. As a part of this high-end project, Lazzoni designed hotel’s suite rooms from 
sleeping areas to work spaces. 

The suite is designed according to the minimalist and functional ideology of the hotel, offering 
muted tones and natural wood throughout the space. 

All-time-favorites like Terra dining table, Armada Chair and Lego Coffee Table are used in the 
suite room along with custom units that are unique to the space.





Doha, QATAR - 2020
RESTAURANT 
Standing out as the glamourous capital of Qatar, the city of Doha introduces 
Japanese cuisine with Hakkasan restaurant that was adorned with custom design 
pieces of Lazzoni. 





MODEL UNIT 
An Exclusive Look Inside Zaha Hadid’s First New York City Residence ”It’s sculpture 
inhabited. ”That’s how Tiago Correia, the U.S. director of Zaha Hadid Architects 
describes his firm’s condo building at 520 West 28th Street.“We made a building 
that very deliberately blurs the lines between art and architecture,” he explains. 
“That’s our way to pay tribute to the location, to Zaha’s work, and to the 
burgeoning lifestyle in the area.”

West Chin and Jennifer Post created interiors that both highlight Hadid’s work and, 
in a sense, soften it for everyday living. Furnished with Lazzoni Mony sectional sofa 
and Olivia bed.

New York City, USA - 2018





New York, USA - 2021
CENTRAL PARK VIEW APARTMENT, NEW YORK
For this project, Lazzoni introduces its never-before-seen articles that are exclusively 
customized for the residence. The latest modules of Milda Modular sofa make their grand 
debut in this project, offering modern solutions for large gatherings. Overall spaciousness 
of the Grand Salon is followed with light-colored upholstery in seating modules while 
adding a vibrant element with burnt orange of Arte accent chairs. Floor-to-ceiling 
windows maximize the views and light in the residence that is enhanced with the elegant 
harmony of reflective and transparent surfaces in table units. The delicate-cut ceramic 
dining table takes the spotlight in the living area that is accompanied by the soon-to-be-
released glass accent and coffee tables.





Bodrum, TURKEY - 2021
MODEL UNIT 
Located in the captivating city of Bodrum, Paradise Bay suites invite the brightest cerulean blues 
to accompany your Mediterranean summers. For this private suite, pieces were selected from 
Lazzoni’s latest outdoor collection along with custom-made products. To accentuate the breathtaking 
scenery right outside, off-white and creamy hues and oak accents were used in the entire place. 

Lotus series make their debut in this project with knitted wicker details. While Lotus Chair was 
used in the dining area in its simplest form, Lotus Lounge Chair takes on a different look in the 
bedroom as a cozy detail. Arte armchair was used in the living area to experience both indoors 
and outdoors in 360. While Tubi Table and Bent Sofa were selected for the terrace area to bring 
comfort to an exclusive scenery.





New Jersey, USA - 2021
RESIDENTIAL 
Apartments designed by 5 famous brands and 5 interior designers gathered by one of the 
biggest interior design and estate magazines, Aspire Magazine made their debuts at Glass 
House! The luxurious apartment in Glass House located at New Jersey was designed by Lazzoni’s 
designers. It is aimed to create a comfortable and joyful living area in the project and never to 
compromise on a chic style!



Reyhan ÖZGÜR

Consul General

REFERENCES

Consul General Reyhan Özgür was born in Kırcaali in 1978. He graduated from Middle 
East Technical University, Faculty of Economics and Administrative Sciences, Department of 
Political Science and Public Administration in 2003.

Consul General Özgür joined the Foreign Service in 2004. At the headquarters of the Ministry 
of Foreign Affairs of the Republic of Turkey, he served as the Head of Department at Deputy 
Directorate General for NATO and Euro-Atlantic Security and Defence Affairs (2018-2019), 
and as a Chief of Cabinet to the Deputy Foreign Minister (2019-2020).

He also served as Third Secretary in the Turkish Embassy in Baghdad, Iraq between 2007-
2009; Second Secretary & Counsellor at the Permanent Delegation of Turkey to NATO in 
Brussels, between 2009-2012, and as a Deputy Consul General at the Consulate General of 
Turkey in New York, between 2014-2018. Since August 15, 2020, he has been serving as the 
Consul General of the Republic of Turkey to New York.

Lazzoni worked on the Turkish House project with Reyhan Ozgur as the main contact and 
provided customized furniture for the project.



Founder / CEO 
LIKA Group AG

Esat LIKAJ

Founded in 2012 by CEO Esat Likaj, the LIKA Group AG has put the following principles into 
practice: to meet the Swiss quality benchmarks, to place a high emphasis on attention 
to detail, to empower our people and partners (architects, engineers, and others), and 

to continuously apply a dynamic attitude to an innovative approach. LIKA Group AG 
believes that these values significantly differentiate us from the competition and make us 

pioneers of a new era in construction & real estate development in Switzerland.

Lazzoni worked on Swiss Star Hotel project (formerly Hotel Döttingen) by the LIKA 
group, where built-in and moveable furniture was designed and customized spanning 

restaurant area and suites.



JOURNEY OF
125 YEARS

Chelsea, New York City
2009

Headquarters in Ankara, Turkey. First modern 
manufacturing facility.

2002

See the video



We are LAZZONI and LAZZONI is much more than a furniture design house.
It is a contemporary boutique of ideas, inspiration, and goodwill that transforms
spaces into homes. We acknowledge that every home is different, carrying that
individual spirit and feel, unique in every one of us. This is why we put an extra

emphasis on creating interiors that nurture human wellness and embody a
personal sanctuary.

Traditional Blacksea Laz wooden house circa 1897 
and first delivery vehicle Opel Rekord Caravan 1961

1952

Our 2nd and 3rd generations standing 
in front of Lazzoni’s first carpentry shop

1960



BY EMBRACING THE JAPANESE LEAN MANUFACTURING 
PHILOSOPHY AND SIX SIGMA METHOD, 
OUR COMPANY EMPLOYS MANUFACTURING 
PRACTICES TO MNIMISE THE ERROR RATE, 
INCREASE PRODUCTIVITY AND CUSTOMER 
SATISFACTION TO THE HIGHEST LEVEL.

LAZZONI FURNITURE, WHICH IS AN INTERNATIONAL 
BRAND OF TURKEY, IS CORPORATED INTO 
TURQUALITY PROGRAM BY THE MINISTRY OF 
TRADE OF REPUBLIC OF TURKEY.

LAZZONI WHICH IS A GLOBALLY REGISTERED 
TRADEMARK BY WORLD INTELLECTUAL 
PROPERTY ORGANIZATION (WIPO) IS ALSO A 
WELL-KNOWN TRADEMARK IN TURKEY.

LAZZONI IS AWARDED WITH A CERTIFICATE 
BY GERMANY-BASED FOREST STEWARDSHIP 
COUNCIL (FSC) ON THE USE AND SUPPLY OF 
FORESTRY PRODUCTS APPROPRIATELY AND IN 
COMPLIANCE WITH THE LAWS.

LAZZONI PRIORITIZES THE SAFETY OF LIFE AND 
PROPERTY OF ITS CUSTOMERS AND AIMS TO 
G U A R A N T E E  T H AT A L L  O F  I T S  F I N I S H E D / 
SEMI-FINISHED PRODUCTS ARE MANUFACTURED 
IN ACCORDANCE WITH THE DIRECTIVES OF 
EUROPEAN UNION AND WORKS WITH ELIGIBLE 
SUPPLIERS FOR THIS PURPOSE.

LAZZONI IS AWARDED WITH A CERTIFICATE BY 
ITALY-BASED ICRO CONFIRMING WATER BASED 
PAINTS THAT ARE UNHARMFUL TO ENVIRONMENT 
AND HUMAN HEALTH AND NON-CARCINOGENIC 
SUBSTANCES HAVE BEEN USED IN OUR PRODUCTS.

WE PRODUCE WITH CARB2/EPA PARTICLE 
BOARDS WITH LOW FORMALDEHYDE EMISSION, 

WHICH HAVE EPA CERTIFICATE ISSUED BY US 
ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION AGENCY

LAZZONI IS CERTIFIED BY BUREAU VERITAS FOR 
FOLLOWING AN EFFECTIVE AND EFFICIENT 
PROCEDURE IN HANDLING CUSTOMER 
COMPLAINTS.

LAZZONI IS CERTIFIED BY US-BASED CARB 
(CALIFORNIA AIR RESOURCES BOARD) THAT 
THE SUBSTANCE (FORMALDEHYDE) USED IN ITS 
PANELS IS AT A LEVEL THAT DOES NOT POSE ANY 
THREAT TO HUMAN HEALTH.

LAZZONI IS CERTIFIED THAT ITS PANELS ARE 
CLASSIFIED AS “DIFFICULT TO IGNITE” AND FIRE 
RESISTANT TO A CERTAIN EXTENT ACCORDING TO 
THE EUROPEAN NORMS.

LAZZONI IS CERTIFIED BY INDEPENDENT 
ORGANIZATION BBS, WITH INTERNATIONALLY 
KNOWN INFORMATION SECURITY MANAGEMENT 
SYSTEM.






